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Mr. Sudbury

� Properties of matter Properties of matter Properties of matter Properties of matter are the characteristics 
that allow differentiate matter from other 
forms of matter.
◦ Properties help us distinguish between matter.

◦ Properties are used to help separate mixture.

◦ Properties can help reveal the identity of a 
substance.

◦ Properties help us predict the outcome of chemical 
investigations.

� Physical propertiesPhysical propertiesPhysical propertiesPhysical properties:  Measured without 
changing the substance (melting point, color)

� Chemical propertiesChemical propertiesChemical propertiesChemical properties:  Describe how 
substances react to form different substances 
(hydrogen burns in oxygen)

� Intensive propertiesIntensive propertiesIntensive propertiesIntensive properties:  Do not depend on the 
amount of substance (melting point)

� Extensive propertiesExtensive propertiesExtensive propertiesExtensive properties:  Depend on the amount 
of substance (mass, volume)

�A physical property physical property physical property physical property is a 
characteristic that can be observed 
or measured without changing the 
identity of the substance.

� Physical Properties describe the 
substance.
◦Melting Point, Boiling Point, Color, Etc.

�A chemical property chemical property chemical property chemical property of a 
substance  relates to its ability to 
undergo changes that transform it 
into a different substance.

�Chemical Properties predict how a 
substance will change chemically.
◦ Burning of a substance, cooking, etc.

A change in a substance that does not 
involve a change in the identity of the 
substance.

Example:

Phase Changes
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� A change in a substance that does not 
involve a change in the identity of the 
substance.
◦ Examples: grinding, cutting, melting, freezing or 
boiling a material.

� Important: 
◦ A change of state (or phase) IS A PHYSICAL CHANGE.

A change in which one or more 
substances are converted into 
different substances.

Evidence of Chemical Change:Evidence of Chemical Change:Evidence of Chemical Change:Evidence of Chemical Change:
• A new substance is formed.

• New physical properties.

• Heat is given off / absorbed
• Light is given off
• A gas is formed (bubbles)

� The substances that react in a chemical 
change are the reactantsreactantsreactantsreactants, and the substances 
that are formed in a chemical change are the 
productsproductsproductsproducts.

� Chemical formulas are written:

Reactants + Reactants � Products
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